Stop Psychiatrists Killing Platypus
WORLD WILDLIFE DAY, 3 RD MARCH 2020
Victorian Parliament Steps, 11am- 1pm

Demand our Government

Abolish Forced Psychiatric Drugs
Psychiatric drugs not only harm the humans that have these drugs
forced on them, psychiatric drugs are also polluting our rivers and
killing the life that lives there.
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20% of Australians are forced to take neurotoxins, synthetic products,
made by pharmaceutical companies that exceed CO2 emissions of the
automotive industry.

Psychiatric drugs are not being fully
removed from wastewater.
These forced products also contribute to plastic waste, and incinerator
burn-off. If the 5 million Australians forced to take psychiatrists’
neurotoxins, had the right to refuse these toxic products, imagine the
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reduction in pollution, how our rivers and life there would more easily
flourish, rather than having to suffer and die!

Platypus don’t fare well on psychdrugs any more than humans do. No
one wants psychdrugs in their body! While our government still
legislates to force psychiatric drugs into humans, our rivers are
becoming increasingly polluted by these toxins. There are massive
health risks to humans and wildlife with the amount of psychdrugs
found in wastewater. And these pharmaceutical products are not
easily removed from wastewater, which is then dumped into rivers,
and used in farming.
The Royal Commission into BLOODY psychiatrists’ & mental health
association company violations, is doing nothing to stop forced
psychiatric drugging, instead, the Victorian Government wants to
twist and pervert what Australians most violated by psychiatrists are
saying, and then to our disgust, highlight those perpetrating
psychiatrists who submitted to the Royal Commission for more
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government hand-outs. The Victorian Royal Commission into Mental
Health associated companies has ignored our pleas to abolish forced
psychiatry, ignored the impact on humans, wildlife and our
environment. Our government, puppeteered by big pharmaceutical
lobbies and the exploitative mental Hellth associated companies,
wants to tax us, to increase the violations, on us, our environment,
platypus and other river life. Stop psychiatrists from killing platypus
and allow the twenty per cent of Australians forced to take
neurotoxins the #right2refuse psychiatrists.

DEMAND
THE RIGHT TO REFUSE PSYCHIATRISTS’ PRODUCTS!
#victimsofpsychiatrists
need legislative change NOW!
FORCED PSYCHIATRY
IS A BLOODY TOXIC, CRUEL EXPLOITATION RACKET
That must be ABOLISHED.
abolishpsychiatry.org

STAND WITH US, 3rd March
at Victorian Parliament, 11am – 1pm
What have platypus done to deserve forced psychiatry?
Forced psychiatric drugs are the worst kind of torture –
only psychiatrists deserve that!
• Tell Minister Folley he is off his trolley thinking he can get us
tax-payers to agree to increase neurotoxins in the river water!
• That 5 million Australians currently forced to kill platypus
through mental health legislation want the #right2refuse!
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Produced by Victims of Psychiatrists(VOP) www.victimsofpsychiatrists.com

With support from –
Abolish Psychiatry Party www.abolishpsychiatryparty.org
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